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January Gansey Workshop

1) Video: Module 6 (Click here or on the video image at right) 
If you have any issues viewing the video or accessing any tools 
in any module, you can find everything here: 

Module 6

2) Sleeves Tips 
Friends, we are nearing the home stretch. Sleeves are going to feel SO easy after all those 
cables. This is one of our easiest, breeziest modules. 
 
As mentioned in the video, divide your sleeve into two hemispheres (just for the sake of 
counting) to help you pick up an equal number of stitches on each side. This will make it easy 
to even-out the number of stitches and ensure that you don't end up with a slightly front-heavy 
or back-heavy sleeve.  
 
The orange line below demonstrates dividing the sleeve into hemispheres for counting 
stitches.
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http://www.oliveknits.com/january-gansey-workshop-modules/

https://youtu.be/uWlyjGBqdFI
http://www.oliveknits.com/how-to-stitch-multiples-for-knitted-ribbing/
https://youtu.be/uWlyjGBqdFI
http://www.oliveknits.com/january-gansey-workshop-modules/
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A few other sleeve tips: 
 
a) Remember that it's common to see a change in your gauge when you work the sleeves. 
This can happen because it's necessary to use different needles on the sleeves than we 
used for the body. Even if you're using the same needles, you would still have to use a 
different method (as in the case of Magic Loop). You may find that you will need to go up or 
down a needle size in order to keep your gauge consistent with the other stockinette portions 
of the sweater. The finished sleeve measurement depends on your gauge staying the same, 
so keep this in mind as you proceed.  
 
b) Sleeve length is easy to adjust, too. If you'd like more length, simply work an additional 
inch or two (2.5 - 5 cm) past the recommended length. Do not continue to decrease beyond 
the decreases stated in the pattern; just continue to work in stockinette after the final 
decrease round until you reach the desired length prior to ribbing.  
 
c) Another way to modify the sleeve is by adding length to the ribbing so you can have a cuff 
that folds. You may remember in one of our early modules when I mentioned that Dutch 
fisherman often hid a cigar in their rolled cuff. While you may not use yours in this same 
manner, the added cuff length could prove handy on an extra cold day.  
 
d) Last but not least: Write down any modifications you make on the first sleeve so you will 
remember them for the second sleeve. We think we won't forget, but trust me... it happens.  
 

https://www.interweave.com/article/knitting/binding-off-intermediate-and-advanced-techniques/

